Museum of Westward Expansion
Scavenger Hunt
The American West of the 19th century was a land of opportunities and challenges. After the Louisiana
Purchase in 1803 by Thomas Jefferson and the return of the Lewis and Clark Expedition in 1806, many
people went west looking for a new start, free land, adventure, wealth, religious freedom and more.
On the following pages you will find questions that lead you through and help you to understand the
museum and its story. The numbers on the map correspond to the different sections of the museum.
Refer to the map each time the scavenger hunt instructs you to move.
If you need help with one of the questions, do not hesitate to ask one of the National Park Service
rangers you find in the museum. They will be happy to point you in the right direction. Your teacher
will receive an answer key to use after everyone has completed the scavenger hunt.
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Begin by moving to the statue of Thomas Jefferson at the entrance to the
museum. Jefferson was a man of vision. Follow his gaze to the back of the
museum. We see his eyes fixed on the mural of the Pacific Ocean, imagining
the day the United States would stretch from sea to sea. To learn more let’s begin.

1

Look to the ceiling and write the numbers you see on the first ring of the ceiling and the
last ring of the ceiling. __________ ___________. How many years does the museum
cover?

Find the wooden map near the beginning of the American Indian Wall. When President Jefferson bought
the Louisiana Territory from France, American Indians were already living there and had for thousands
of years. These native people had a very different view of the land. Read Tecumseh’s quote on the
Indian Wall which begins “Sell a Country!”
What do you think Tecumseh meant? Do you agree? Why or Why not?

*********

2

Next, move to the large white map of the United States on the far left side at the back of the
museum. The bright red line represents Lewis and Clark’s journey to the Pacific and the dark
red line represents the return trip. What river did they follow for the greatest part of their
journey?

To the right of the map is a list of participants in the Lewis and Clark expedition. How many traveled
with Lewis and Clark to the Pacific?

Lewis and Clark set the stage for further exploration of the west. Turn
back to the Explorers’ Wall and find two other nineteenth century
explorers of the west. Write their names below.

List three skills or qualities you think a nineteenth century explorer had to have.

*********
After the earliest explorers returned, they told stories of the tremendous resources found in the
3 west. Follow the 1820 ring on the ceiling. The first wall you come to will be the Mountain
Men Wall. These men headed west in search of furs. One animal in particular was highly
valued at the time. The fur of that animal is stretched on a frame and hanging on the wall. What kind of
animal is it?

Name some of the tools you think a mountain man may have used for his job.

The Mountain Men learned to work and live among the Native Americans and
both grew to respect each other. Unfortunately those good feelings did not last
forever.

*********

4

Move to the back of the museum. To the right of the beaver exhibit is another popular animal
exhibit. What animal is it?____________________

The American buffalo or bison was essential to the Plains Indian life. They used every part
of the animal for something and wasted nothing. The most obvious part used was the skin. List some
items you think they would have made out of buffalo skin

5

Did you include a house or tipi in your list? Move to the center of the museum and find the
Plains Indian tipi. This tipi is made of nine buffalo skins. The opening and flaps at the top of
the tipi serve an important purpose, what is it?

Without touching look inside the tipi and list some of the items you see.

Take time to study the Indian Wall. Look at the faces and read some of the
quotes. What can you say about their situation? Use the space below to record
your thoughts.

*********
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As news of the west grew, it attracted more explorers, trappers, and pioneers. To maintain
order in the west the U.S. Government built forts and stationed soldiers on the western
frontier. Find the Soldiers’ Wall beginning between the 1850 and 1860 rings. Find one of
the images on the Soldier’s Wall, describe it and what you think it represnts.

*********
People living east of the Appalachian Mountains began
streaming west as early as the 1840s. These early
7
pioneers were interested in the far west, land that
eventually became Oregon and California. At first they
were drawn to the far west for its fertile farm ground. By
1849, reports from California brought people out in search of
.
As families traveled west they often passed through St. Louis. Find the St. Louis Levee exhibit under the
1840 ring. What are some of the items you see sitting on the levee? Consider both the exhibit and the
large photo.

What sounds do you think you would you hear on the nineteenth century riverfront?

Continue through the museum along the 1850 ring walking in front of the tipi This stretch
of the museum is entitled, The Way West. It symbolizes the thousands of pioneer families
8
that left established homes and loved ones for a better life in the far west. You will find
the following quote on one of the mirrored panels in The Way West area. Read the quote.
What do you think William Johnston, Overlander, was feeling when he wrote it? Record your thoughts
in the space below.
I…turning about in my saddle took a farewell look in the direction from which we came,
conscious of having reached the dividing line between the east and the west.
William Johnston, Overlander

Continue along The Way West until you see the
overland wagon. Take a minute to walk around
9
the wagon. Think about what it was like to pack
up your home and travel 2000 miles to an
unfamiliar place where you would start a new life. What
items do you think a pioneer family would pack in their
wagon? Include supplies they would need along the way, as
well as things they would they need to settle into a new home.

The trip often took six months, from early spring to early fall. Teams of oxen pulled the wagons which
were filled to the top with supplies for travel and homesteading. Rather than ride in the bumpy, crowded
wagon, people walked across the prairies and the mountains. What other difficulties do you think the
pioneers faced on the trail? List them below.

Between the 1840’s and 1860’s it is estimated that more than 300,000 people traveled the Oregon and
California Trails in hopes of a better life.
***

Soon after the Civil War, came the rise of the cattle industry. Find the Longhorn exhibit
on the far side of the covered wagon, at the 1880 ring. Cattle were brought to the
10
southwest by early Spanish explorers. By the nineteenth century their numbers increased
greatly and they became an excellent resource for meat hungry Americans. The job of the
cowboys was to move the cattle from the southwest to the midwestern railheads where they could be
shipped north and east.
Why do you think the era of the cowboys and trail drives was so short
lived, from 1865 through 1880? Write your answer below.

***
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The last area of the United States to be settled was the Great Plains. Early explorers and
settlers crossed the Plains and were not impressed. They named it the Great American
Desert, because of its lack of trees and water. Try to name at least three states in the
Great Plains region.

Find the sod house exhibit between the 1870 and 1890 rings. Study the house. In your own words write
a definition for a sod house

Why do you think the homesteaders of the Great Plains built their homes of sod? (Hint: Why did Inuits
build their homes of ice?)

Look at the small photos of sod buildings on both sides of the Farmers’ Wall. Use the space below to
sketch or describe your favorite photo and tell what you like about it.

If you had a chance to go back in time and visit with someone your age who went to school in a sod
school house, what three questions would you ask them?
1.
2.
3.
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Move to the front of the museum, (near the Appaloosa horse) to complete your scavenger
hunt and wait for instructions from your leader. Consider the following questions.
This scavenger hunt provided highlights of America’s nineteenth century westward
movement. Which exhibit/story did you enjoy the most and why?

Do you think you would have made a good nineteenth century pioneer? Why or why not?

The Gateway Arch and this museum are taken care of by the National Park Service. The purpose of the
National Park Service is to preserve and protect special places and stories from our country’s past. Do
you believe it’s important for people to know their history? Why or why not?

Thank you for participating!

